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The War with Mexico Reviewed
1850

contains historical criticism of the mexican american war

The War with Mexico
2011-03

originally published new york macmillan co 1919

The War with Mexico
1963

much has been written about the mexican war but this is the best military history of that conflict leading personalities civilian and military mexican and american are
given incisive and fair evaluations the coming of war is seen as unavoidable given american expansion and mexican resistance to loss of territory compounded by the
fact that neither side understood the other the events that led to war are described with reference to military strengths and weaknesses and every military campaign
and engagement is explained in clear detail and illustrated with good maps problems of large numbers of untrained volunteers discipline and desertion logistics
diseases and sanitation relations with mexican civilians in occupied territory and mexican guerrilla operations are all explained as are the negotiations which led to
war s end and the mexican cession this is an outstanding contribution to military history and a model of writing which will be admired and emulated journal of
american history k jack bauer was also the author of zachary taylor soldier planter statesman of the old southwest 1985 and other works robert w johannsen who
introduces this bison books edition of the mexican war is a professor of history at the university of illinois urbana and the author of to the halls of montezumas the
mexican war in the american imagination 1985

The War with Mexico
1849

victory over mexico added vast western territories to america but it also quickened the domestic slavery debate and crippled mexico for decades making the mexican
war one of our most ambiguous conflicts primary documents biographical sketches and narrative chapters rounded out by twenty images and maps and a robust
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bibliography and index make this work by two of america s foremost antebellum historians a must have to understand one of our most contentious episodes the united
states went to war with mexico in the spring of 1846 and by the fall of 1847 american soldiers were walking in the streets of mexico city the following february mexico
was forced to sign the treaty fo guadalupe hidalgo that ceded what became the u s southwest and pacific coast rather than an isolated episode the war was the
culmination of a series of events that began before mexican independence and included treaty arrangements with spain the revolt of mexico s northern province of
texas and the growing discord over american reactions to texan independence the legacy of the war was dire for both countries the victorious united states
commenced a bitter argument over the fate of slavery in the territories acquired from mexico that eventually culminated in southern secession and civil war defeated
mexico coped for decades with a ruined economy and a broken political system while nursing a grudge against the colossus of the north this book examines these
events from both the american and mexican perspectives topics covered include succinct histories of the american and mexican republics from their colonial founding
to their independence from european countries the problems over texas including anglo immigration the texas revolution and the controversies surrounding u s
annexation of texas the crises instigated by american annexation of texas brought on by the crossed purposes of american expansionist aims and domestic concerns
over slavery the northern campaigns of the war in california and new mexico winfield scott s amphibious landing and siege at vera cruz and his epic march to mexico
city and the collapse of the mexican government and finally the crafting of the peace treaty and the bitter legacies of the war for both the u s and mexico biographical
sketches of valentin gomez farias jose joaquin de herrere sam houston stephen watts kearny president james polk and other notable figures of the event provide
firsthand glimpses into the motivations of the key players nine maps eleven images a detailed chronology and a dozen vital annotated primary documents add
considerable depth to the book an extensive annotated biography and robust index complete this valuable new edition on one of young america s most trying and
contentious periods

The Mexican War, 1846-1848
1992-01-01

history of the mexican american war in 2 volumes is one of the best known works by an american historian justin harvey smith the mexican american war was an
armed conflict between the united states and mexico from 1846 to 1848 it followed in the wake of the 1845 u s annexation of texas which mexico still considered
mexican territory since the government did not recognize the treaty signed by mexican general antonio lópez de santa anna when he was a prisoner of the texian army
during the 1836 texas revolution for mexico this was a provocation mexican forces attacked u s forces and the united states congress declared war volume 1 mexico
and the mexicans the political education of mexico the relations between the united states and mexico 1825 1843 the relations between the united states and mexico
1843 1846 the mexican attitude on the eve of war the american attitude on the eve of war the preliminaries of the conflict palo alto and resaca de guerrero the united
states meets the crisis the chosen leaders advance taylor sets out for saltillo monterey saltillo parras and tampico santa fe chihuahua the california question the
conquest of california the genesis of two campaigns santa anna prepares to strike buena vista volume 2 behind the scenes at mexico vera cruz cerro gordo puebla on to
the capital contreras and churubusco negotiations molino del rey chapultepec and mexico final military operations the naval operations the americans as conquerors
peace the finances of the war the war in american politics the foreign relations of the war
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The War with Mexico, 1846-1848
1914

the mexican american war of the 1840s precipitated by border disputes and the u s annexation of texas ended with the military occupation of mexico city by general
winfield scott in the subsequent treaty the united states gained territory that would become california nevada new mexico arizona utah and parts of wyoming and
colorado in this highly readable account john s d eisenhower provides a comprehensive survey of this frequently overlooked war

The Mexican War
2005-11-30

explores the causes battles and aftermath of the mexican american war authoritative text colorful illustrations illuminating sidebars and a voices from the past feature
make this book an exciting and informative read

History of the Mexican-American War
2020-12-17

a history of the 1st and 2nd pennsylvania regiments who volunteered to go to mexico to fight the war 1846 1848

So Far from God
2000

winner of the bolton johnson prize winner of the utley prize winner of the distinguished book award society for military history the dead march incorporates the work
of mexican historians in a story that involves far more than military strategy diplomatic maneuvering and american political intrigue studded with arresting insights
and convincing observations james oakes new york review of books superb a remarkable achievement by far the best general account of the war now available it is
critical insightful and rooted in a wealth of archival sources it brings far more of the mexican experience than any other work and it clearly demonstrates the social
and cultural dynamics that shaped mexican and american politics and military force journal of american history it has long been held that the united states emerged
victorious from the mexican american war because its democratic system was more stable and its citizens more loyal but this award winning history shows that
americans dramatically underestimated the strength of mexican patriotism and failed to see how bitterly mexicans resented their claims to national and racial
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superiority their fierce resistance surprised us leaders who had expected a quick victory with few casualties by focusing on how ordinary soldiers and civilians in both
countries understood and experienced the conflict the dead march offers a clearer picture of the brief bloody war that redrew the map of north america

The Mexican–American War
2018-08-01

examines the mexican american war discussing american expansion the fall of mexico city the conclusion of the war the peace treaty and the legacy of a dirty war

Pennsylvania in the War with Mexico
1992

this book is a historical account of the mexican american war it provides a comprehensive analysis of the war s causes events and outcomes the book includes primary
source material such as speeches and letters from important figures of the time such as president polk and general zachary taylor readers interested in american
diplomatic and military history will find this book informative and engaging this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Dead March
2017-08-28

discusses the issues including the concept of manifest destiny that led to war between the u s and mexico in 1846 the events of the war and the impact of its outcome

The Mexican-American War
1999

major john henshaw s firsthand account of the american invasion of mexico includes not only narratives of the war s major battles but also forceful critiques of military
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leadership and strategies and vivid descriptions of mexico s countryside cities and people editor gary kurutz provides extensive annotations of henshaw s journals and
letters provided by publisher

The War with Mexico
1849

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

The War With Mexico Reviewed
2023-07-18

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original
artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

The U.S.-Mexican War
1998

a discussion of the events from both sides of the conflict with eyewitness accounts documents photographs illustrations and notes that augment the material covering
soldier s stories and political and military strategies

The War with Mexico
1963

explores the events that led the united states to go to war with mexico in 1846 follows the major events of the war and examines military life and the effects of the war
in the years leading up to the civil war
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Recollections of the War with Mexico
2008

by the early and mid nineteenth century many us citizens were moving westward some of them settled in the territories of texas and california which belonged to
mexico at that time in 1835 the tension between the two countries turned violent us settlers started fighting for independence in the texas revolution that conflict went
on to ignite the mexican american war in 1846 the war lasted close to two years and claimed thousands of lives in the end mexico lost a huge amount of land to its
northern neighbor in exchange for money the war left bitter resentments between the two governments which now had to manage a shared border unrest among their
citizens and their own civil wars see how land conflicts erupted into violence between these two neighboring countries track the events and turning points that led to
the mexican american war and learn how the aftermath shaped the western expansion of the united states

Campaign Sketches of the War with Mexico (1847)
2008-08

timothy j henderson s a glorious defeat provide a short accessible account of the us mexican war the war that was fought between the united states and mexico from
1846 to 1848 was a major event in the history of both countries it cost mexico half of its national territory opened western north america to u s expansion and brought
to the surface a host of tensions that led to devastating civil wars in both countries among generations of latin americans it helped to cement the image of the united
states as an arrogant aggressive and imperialist nation poisoning relations between a young america and its southern neighbors in contrast with many current books
that treat the war as a fundamentally american experience timothy j henderson s a glorious defeat offers a fresh perspective on the mexican side of the equation
examining the manner in which mexico gained independence henderson brings to light a greater understanding of that country s intense factionalism and political
paralysis leading up to and through the war also touching on a range of topics from culture ethnicity religion and geography this comprehensive yet concise narrative
humanizes the conflict and serves as the perfect introduction for new readers of mexican history

The War with Mexico Reviewed
2012-01

includes pictures includes accounts of the war written by generals includes footnotes online resources and a bibliography for further reading includes a table of
contents generally the officers of the army were indifferent whether the annexation was consummated or not but not so all of them for myself i was bitterly opposed to
the measure and to this day regard the war which resulted as one of the most unjust ever waged by a stronger against a weaker nation it was an instance of a republic
following the bad example of european monarchies in not considering justice in their desire to acquire additional territory ulysses s grant the policy of manifest destiny
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increased tensions with mexico in the 1840s mexico s northern half formed the western border of the territory bought in the louisiana purchase naturally notions of the
united states expanding to the pacific ocean alarmed mexico which held what is today the west coast of the united states however mexico first came to regard
american expansion as a serious problem with the immigration of americans into its northeastern territory these americans declared independence from mexico and
created a nation in the mexican province of texas after winning independence in 1836 texas became an independent republic texas formally asked to be annexed by the
united states in 1845 this annexation angered the mexican government which still considered texas to be part of its territory mexico had previously warned that the
annexation of texas would cause mexico to declare war on the united states when the annexation bill was passed by congress it included an additional provocation to
mexico it claimed that the southern border of texas was the rio grande the actual territory controlled by the republic of texas did not extend nearly to the rio grande
and this border would represent a further loss of territory to the united states when a mexican patrol attacked american cavalry in the disputed area north of the rio
grande president polk went to congress for a declaration of war the declaration passed on may 13 1846 the war against mexico was unpopular with the opposition
whig party especially in the north opponents of the war denounced it as a war of aggression and denied that there had been a valid reason for war small american
military units were quickly able to occupy key points in california including san francisco and los angeles although california was sparsely populated some mexican
inhabitants formed an effective resistance which was eventually put down in 1847 by american reinforcements subsequently a larger american army was sent to
invade central mexico and managed to capture the mexican capital mexico city on september 13 1847 although a large mexican army was still fighting american forces
in northeast mexico and texas news of the capital falling caused it to retreat to try to retake the capital after the defeat of the last mexican army major hostilities ended
the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo ended the mexican american war in february 1848 mexico agreed to sell over half its territory for less than half of the money the united
states had offered only two years earlier as the army occupied most of mexico s major cities mexico had no choice but to accept the american terms the new territory
acquired in the treaty included all or part of the present day states of california nevada new mexico arizona texas colorado utah and wyoming the mexican american
war the history of the controversial war that resulted in the annexation of the southwest and california looks at the controversial war along with pictures of important
people places and events you will learn about the mexican american war like never before in no time at all

The Mexican War and Its Heroes
1849

long forgotten and tucked between the war of 1812 and the war of the southern rebellion the war with mexico 1846 48 is actually very germane for the modern reader
because it shows how limited wars what rudyard kipling called the savage wars of peace should actually be fought knowing that he could only go in with a few
thousand soldiers general scott ensured that the mexican government stayed intact during the war so he could negotiate with it in this way the u s did not need a large
occupation force to achieve its objectives this is therefore the story of how a savage war for peace should be waged if we re to wage one at all it s a story about
aggressive conventional commanders regular and volunteer and very wise unconventional commanders who were tasked with fighting mexican partisans as the
negotiations took place included are clear easy to read maps as well as organizational charts
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Echoes of the Mexican-American War
2004

traces the history of the mexican revolution examines the influence of foreign governments and business interests and explains why the revolution occurred

The Mexican-American War
2006-12-30

una história completa de la guerra mexicana incluye causas conducta y consecuencias de esta guerra entre méxico y ee uu en los años de 1846 a 1848 también incluye
operaciones militares y navales desde sus comienzos hasta el tratado de paz ilustrado y explicado por medio de mapas planos de batallas vistas y retratos incluye
índice texto en inglés

Our First War in Mexico
1916

includes pictures includes a bibliography for further reading otto von bismarck the leading german statesman of the 19th century once joked there is a providence that
protects idiots drunkards children and the us of america he said this not because the americans were a great concern for him his main interest in the us was trade but
as the architect of the first unified german state he was setting the tone for what two generations of german nationals would feel about america s apparent
invulnerability it would always be better thus to keep america away from germany s business nonetheless during the two major wars of the 20th century america and
germany did indeed clash against each other and in both cases american entry into the war was a decisive factor in the defeat of the germans germany had a good
reason for desiring the non interference of the american colossus with a declining british empire and the rest of europe mired in a diplomatic labyrinth america
seemed to be the only nation with the capacity to tip the scales in a major war germany respected and feared american power as much as the us marveled at germany
s impetus and its ability to mobilize an entire nation indeed in both wars the us waited until it believed it had no choice but to declare war and engage in a conflict that
was taking place on the other side of the world in world war i it was the discovery of a german plan to attack the us through mexico that overturned public opinion
against neutrality and in world war ii it wasn t until pearl harbor of course this is not to say that america was not active in the war efforts before its official entry
germany always tried to stay a step ahead and weaken the us where it least expected it its own neighborhood thus germany placed great emphasis on luring mexico
into its sphere of influence operating in canada was out of the question not only because of the difficult access from the north atlantic but also because greater
historical and cultural ties united the two neighbors this was not the case with mexico and by taking advantage of the historical hostility and longstanding resentment
of the mexicans germany organized a secret operation against the us a conspiracy of colossal proportions a move so risky that had it succeeded it would have changed
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the face of western hemisphere forever on both occasions germany hoped to wage a proxy war against an undeclared enemy in world war i germany planned an
invasion from mexico not once but on several occasions one of them with a formal invitation to the president of mexico to lead it this would have been a german
mexican coalition that if successful would have rewarded mexico with part of the territories lost in 1847 namely texas arizona and new mexico to be sure the kaiser
knew that mexico had no chance of winning that war even with german aid nor of regaining its lost territory but the german empire did not really care about mexico
nor was expecting a mexican victory germany only needed to buy more time enough to defeat america s european allies so that when the us succeeded in subduing the
mexicans it would have to negotiate with a victorious germany though these efforts remain mostly unknown except for brief mentions of the zimmermann telegram
germany did not hesitate to make use of the weak unprepared mexico and operate against the us in order to fulfill its own objectives in fact sacrificing mexico was
seen as inevitable collateral damage for the kaiser in the first world war and the führer in the second world war utilizing mexico as a strategic base to importune and
hold back the us was a priority in the americas once again mexico never had a chance to neutralize the us but what it could do was to distract its forces withhold its
involvement in europe and possibly even weaken it

HISTORY OF THE WAR WITH MEXICO
2019

excerpt from history of the war with mexico the war of the united states with mexico awakened the military ardor of american citizens which had been slumbering
since the contest with great britain in 1812 14 it stirred their imagina tion with the romance which has ever been con nected with the scenes of spanish conquest
height ened by the strange histories and vestiges of the most ancient people and civilization of the new world it allured the adventurous spirit of the northern soldier
by the attractions of a tropical cli mate and a land of superb mountain ranges veined with silver and gold and of valleys and plains rich with southern fruits and flowers
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Timeline History of the Mexican-American War
2015-11-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
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text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

A Glorious Defeat
2008-05-13

daily record of oswandel s term of service during the mexican war from enlistment in pennsylvania to his discharge in july of 1848

The Mexican-American War
2016-06-17

the war between these two nations from 1846 to 1848 radically altered the course of u s and mexican history

The War with Mexico, 1846-48
2016-07-10

this classic history of the mexican american war provides a detailed account of the political military and cultural factors that led to the conflict mayer draws on a wide
range of sources to provide a richly detailed narrative of the war including first hand accounts from soldiers and civilians on both sides of the conflict with its insightful
analysis and compelling writing history of the war between mexico and the united states is a must read for anyone interested in the history of the american southwest
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Secret War in Mexico
1983-12-01

on first glance the mexican american war seems to be a simple border dispute however upon closer examination it is clear that the war was also about slavery politics
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citizenship and resources illuminating text explores the events preceding the war the motivations of the key players and the effects on mexican american and
indigenous people primary source material will bring the reader back in time to the period of westward expansion in america when manifest destiny went from idea to
reality colorful images period maps and provocative questions about the war engage young readers with this exciting period in american history

A Complete History of the Mexican War, Its Causes, Conduct, and Consequences
1965

The War Between the United States and Mexico Illustrated
1851

Rehearsal for Conflict
1947

Mexico and the World Wars
2019-12-09

History of the War with Mexico (Classic Reprint)
2017-10-28
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The War with Mexico; Volume 1
2018-10-10

Notes of the Mexican War 1846-47-48
1885

The United States and Mexico at War
1998

History of the War Between Mexico and the United States, With a Preliminary View of Its Origin
2023-07-18

The Mexican-American War
2017-12-15
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